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Before   you   start  
To   get   to   grips   with   the   StoryFormer   tool,   this   tutorial   will   take   you   through   building   a   simple,   but  
flexible   story   based   on   The   Gingerbread   Man:  
 

"A   folktale   about   a   gingerbread   creation   who   comes   to   life,   gets   chased   by  
various   villagers   and   eventually   meets   his   end   between   the   jaws   of   a   crafty   fox."   

 
The   tutorial   doesn’t   cover   all   StoryFormer   features   yet   -   we’re   working   on   it,   as   well   as   a  
comprehensive   User   Guide.  
 
Before   you   start,   you   will   need   to   have   contacted   the   team   to   create   you   a   login   for   our  
tools,   and   one   or   more   Projects   for   you   to   work   in.    You   will   also   need   to   access   all   of   our  
web-based   tools   using    Google   Chrome .  

Importing   Media  
Firstly,   we’re   going   to   upload   the   assets   for   the   story.   You   can   create   a   story   in   StoryFormer  
before   you’ve   uploaded   any   assets   -   but   as   it   takes   some   time   to   process   the   assets   before  
they’re   available   to   the   story,   we’re   going   to   do   it   straight   away.  

Downloading   Tutorial   Assets   from   Dropbox  
Click   the   following   link   to   download   a   zip   file   of   the   assets   from   Dropbox.   You’ll   want   to   do   this  
with   a   decent   WiFi   connection   -   file   size   is   approximately   250MB.  
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5a5tnctv2ggz3ju/AACmZml-f-fB8FtavKe58Pi3a?dl=1  
 
If   you’re   on   a   Mac,   this   will   create   a   ‘StoryFormer   Gingerbread   Tutorial   Assets’   folder,   probably  
in   your   Downloads.   If   you’re   on   a   Windows   machine,   you’ll   end   up   with   a   similarly   named   .zip  
file   which   you   will   need   to   secondary-click   on   and   extract   to   a   folder.  

Ingesting   Assets   to   your   Project  
Every   story   you   create   with   StoryFormer   will   live   in   a   Project.   A   Project   is   a   collection   of   one   or   
more   stories,   alongside   all   of   the   assets   used   by   those   stories.   The   StoryFormer   team   will   have  
created   one   or   more   Projects   for   you   that   you   can   access.  
 
Visit   the   Upload   Ingester   in   your   Google   Chrome   browser:    https://upload.rd.live.tools.bbc.co.uk/  
Once   you’ve   logged   in,   you’ll   see   ‘Upload’   and   ‘Uploaded   Media’   below   the   Upload   Ingester   title  
banner.   

● Click   on   Upload,   just   to   make   sure   you   have   the   right   tab   selected.  

https://www.google.com/chrome/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5a5tnctv2ggz3ju/AACmZml-f-fB8FtavKe58Pi3a?dl=1
https://upload.rd.live.tools.bbc.co.uk/
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● Select   one   of   your   Projects   from   the   Select   Project   dropdown  
● Hit   the   Browser   button,   and   select   all   of   the   files   in   the   ‘StoryFormer   Gingerbread  

Tutorial   Assets’   folder   you   downloaded   earlier.   Hold   shift   to   select   multiple   files   in   the  
popup.  

 
You   should   be   looking   at   something   similar   to   the   image   below.   
 

● Hit   ‘Upload’   to   start   ingesting   the   tutorial   assets!  

 
The   Upload   Ingester   will   update   to   show   you   the   progress   of   your   uploads.   You   can   close   this  
browser   tab   if   you   like,   or   keep   it   open   to   monitor   progress.  

Storyboarding  
We’ve   going   to   create   a   story   with   5   scenes:   Baking,   The   Escape,   The   Chase,   Riverbank,   &   Tea  
Time.  
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In   the   next   section   we’ll   be   representing   these   scenes   in   StoryFormer.  

Creating   A   Story  
 
To   access   StoryFormer,   open   Google   Chrome,   and   visit  
https://storyformer.rd.live.tools.bbc.co.uk .   Once   you’ve   logged   in,   you’ll   be   presented   with   the  
Stories   selector,   which   will   look   something   like   the   image   above.  
 
The   first   thing   we’re   going   to   do   is   create   a   new   Story.  
 

● Select   the   project   that   the   StoryFormer   team   have   created   for   you   from   the   Project  
drop-down   (it   won’t   be   named   Digital   Cities   Team   6,   it   will   be   named   as   something  
related   to   you)  

● Click   the   Add   Story   button   -   it’s   the   big   green   button   with   a   white   Plus   on   it  
● Enter   the   name   of   your   story   -   call   it   “Gingerbread   Tutorial   -   [YOUR   NAME   HERE]”  
● Click   the   grey   Go   button  

  

https://storyformer.rd.live.tools.bbc.co.uk/
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You   should   now   see   the   main   StoryFormer   canvas,   like   the   image   below,   minus   the   annotations  
 

 

Creating   Elements  
Stories   in   StoryFormer   are   built   from   Story   Elements.   A   discrete   bit   of   story   or   even   a   scene,  
represented   by   one   or   more   alternative   pieces   of   media.   Elements   can   be   connected   together   to  
create   linear   and   non-linear   stories.   To   create   your   first   one:  
 

● Click   and   drag   the    New   Element    button   (red   button   on   the   left   side   of   the   screen   )  
from   the   side   bar   onto   the   central   grey   canvas.  

● When   you   release,   a   new    Element    for   your   Story   will   appear   on   the   canvas.  
● Open   an   Inspector   by   clicking   anywhere   on   the   Element   (except   the   grey   in/out   ports).  
● Give   it   a   name   by   clicking   that   field   and   enter    "Baking"  
● Add   a   description   too,   enter   something   like    “A   young   woman   bakes   a   delicious  

Gingerbread   Man”.    This   field   is   entirely   for   you,   but   it’s   a   good   idea   to   make   it   fairly   rich,  
so   it   describes   the   content   you’ll   eventually   use   to   tell   the   parts   of   the   story.  
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You   should   now   have   a   page   similar   to   the   image   below:  
 

 
 
You   might   want   to   change   your   view   of   the   story   canvas:  

● Click   and   drag   scrolls   the   canvas.  
● Scroll   wheel   zooms   the   canvas   in   and   out  

 
Or   reposition   your   Elements:  

● Click   anywhere   in   your   element   apart   from   the   grey   In   and   Out   ports,   drag   to   a   new  
location,   and   release   the   mouse.  

 
Now,   repeat   the   above   steps   to   create   Elements   for   the   rest   of   the   story:  

● "The   Escape"    :-   He   is   full   of   life   and   escapes   
● "The   Chase"    :-   Everyone   chases   him   because   they   want   to   eat   him   
● "Riverbank"    :-   He   reaches   the   riverbank,   but   he’s   unable   to   swim   
● "Tea   Time"    :-   A   crafty   fox   gives   him   a   lift   across   the   river…   then   eats   him!   

 
Note:    You   can   delete   elements   created   by   accident   by   opening   the   Element   Inspector   and   then  

clicking   the   red   bin   icon .  
 
You   should   now   have   something   similar   to:  
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Linking   Elements  
So   far,   we’ve   created   a   number   of   Elements.   These   need   linking   together   to   create   a   Story.   We  
can   use   the   grey   In/Out   points   of   each   Element   for   this.   To   connect   the   first   two   Elements:  

● Drag   the   grey   Out   port   of    "Baking"    to   the   In   port   of    "The   Escape"  
○ A   blue   stripy   line   will   appear,   and   turn   solid   grey   when   it’s   over   the   “In”   port  
○ Dropping   the   line   may   temporarily   cause   the   grey   to   disappear!   Don’t   be   alarmed  

-   if   it   doesn’t   return   momentarily,   refresh   the   page.  
● Repeat   this   with    "The   Escape" ,   connecting   the   Out   port   to   the   In   port   of    "The   Chase" ,  

and   then   similarly   connect    "The   Chase"    to    "Riverbank" ,   and    "Riverbank"    to    "Tea   Time".  
 
 

Note:    If   you   make   a   mistake   with   your   links   and   need   to   delete   one,   click   on   the   link   and   the  

Link   Inspector   opens   on   the   right.   Click   the   red   bin   icon   to   delete   the   link   .  
 
 
You   should   now   have   something   similar   to   below:  
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Creating   a   Beginning  
Every   story   needs   a   beginning!   For   our   Ginger   story,   it’s    "Baking"    -   but   you   need   to   set   this   in  
StoryFormer.  

● Click   "Baking"   and   click   the   “Make   a   Beginning”   checkbox   ☑   in   the   Inspector  
● Click   on   a   different   Element  
● You   should   now   see   that    “Baking”    has   a   thick   black   border   around   it   as   shown   below.  

This   shows   you   that    “Baking”    is   a   beginning   Element.  
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Attaching   Media   To   Elements  
You’ve   created   a   linear   Story,   with   each   Element   leading   on   to   the   next.   However   there’s  
nothing   to   see   yet   -   we   haven’t   added   any   media   to   the   story.  
 
Each   Element   has   a   corresponding   piece   of   media   that   we   need   to   attach.  
 

● Baking   -   baking.mov  
● The   Chase   -   chase.mov  
● The   Escape    -   escape.mov  
● Riverbank   -   riverbank.mov  
● Tea   Time   -   tea   time.mov  
● Wave   Goodbye   -   wave   goodbye.mov  
● A   Little   Bird   -   a   little   bird.mov  

 
 
To   attach   media,   first   make   sure   the   Media   Browser   is   open   by   toggling   it   using   the  
grey   and   white   filmstrip   icon   in   the   top   right   of   the   tool   
 
 

● Click   and   drag   the   word   ‘baking.mov’   from   the   Media   Browser,   and   drop   it   onto   the  

“Baking”    Element.   You   will   notice   an   icon     appears   on   the   Element   showing   that   your  
media   is   attached.  
 

 
Assigning   media   to   an   element.  

 
Click   the   “Baking”   Element   -   the   Element   Inspector   will   appear   (if   it   isn’t   already   open)  
Scroll   down   to   the   ‘Media’   section   of   the   inspector   to   confirm   that   the   media   is   attached   to   the  
element,   in   the   “Representation   1”   slot.   
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         You   can   preview   the   media   by   using   the   Representation   player   in   the   inspector   -   scrub   the  

time   bar   or   use   the   play   control.  
 
Repeat   the   above   steps   to   assign   video   to   each   Element   using   the   appropriately   named   media.  
You   should   end   up   with   something   similar   to   the   following  
 

 

Previewing   your   Story  
We   now   have   a   linear   story.   You   can   play   it   in   the   Preview   tab.   Click   the   preview   button   at   the  
top   left   of   the   screen   and   hit   the   Start   button   to   preview   your   story.  
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Note:     If   you   hover   your   mouse   over   the   bottom   of   the   video   frame,   the   video   controls   will  
appear,   allowing   you   to   pause,   go   full   screen   and   change   volume. 

 
 

Trimming   Media  
You’ll   notice   that    “Tea   Time”    video   needs   trimming   at   the   beginning,   as   it   contains   an   outtake!  
The   outtake   shows   our   filming   rig,   rather   than   our   stage.  
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Left   image:   Outtake!                                                   Right   image:   No   outtake  

 
 

● Click   on   your   “Tea   Time”   element   to   show   the   Element   Inspector.  
● Scroll   down   to   the   Media   section  
● Click   the   Edit   icon   within   the   Representation   player   (it’s   a   pencil   ✐)   to   launch   the   Media  

Trimmer.  
● At   the   start   and   end   of   the   film   strip   are   two   green   markers.   Trim   the   video   by   dragging  

these   markers   to   your   desired   In/Out   points.   The   video   will   scrub   along   with   your   marker  
movement.  

● The   Green   markers   are   floating   above   an   empty   film   strip.   If   you   need   to   see   the  
thumbnails,   hit   the   Generate   Thumbnails   button   -   but   be   warned,   this   can   take   some  
time.   Feature   to   be   improved!  

● Use   the   Preview   button   in   the   Media   Trimmer   to   preview   your   trimmed   video.  
● To   set   In/Out   more   accurately,   you   can   use   the   zoom   slider   to   expand   the   number   of  

thumbnails   in   the   film   strip.  
● Click   “Save   &   Close”   and   use   the   preview   tab   to   view   the   story   again.  

 
Note:    You   can   use   the   “Reset   Markers”   button   to   reset   the   markers   to   the   entire   clip   length  
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Trimming   tea   time.mov  

Representations  
Representations   are   different   versions   of   the   same   piece   of   story.   They   can   be   of   any   supported  
media   type.   In   the   following   section   we   are   going   to   make    "The   Chase"    show   either   a   video,   or  
play   a   piece   of   audio   based   on   the   value   of   a   variable.  

Creating   a   new   Representation  
Firstly   we   will   attach   the   Audio   asset   to    "The   Chase"   

● Click   on    "The   Chase"  

● In   the   Element   Inspector,   in   the   Media   section,   click   the     button   below   the   word  
“Representations”   to   add   another   Representation   to   your   element.  
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● This   will   launch   a   Media   Browser   popup.   Click   on   “chase.mp3”   then   click   “Add”.  
● Your   “The   Chase”   element   should   now   show   that   it   holds   two   Representations   -   one  

video,   and   one   audio.  
 

 
 

● Click   on   your   new   Representation   and   confirm   your   Audio   asset   is   present.  
 

 
 

Creating   a   Variable  
We’re   going   to   create   a   variable   to   control   whether   the   Story   plays   the   audio   or   video   asset   for  
"The   Chase" .   We’ll   do   this   by   creating   a   YES/NO   variable.  

● Click   the   Variables   tab   (top   left)  
● Click   the   green   plus   below   “Add   A   Variable”  
● Click   Yes/No   Button  
● Set   the   name   to   “Use   Audio   Version”  
● Set   the   default   value   to   “Yes”  
● Click   OK  
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You   should   now   see   your   variable   on   the   list   on   the   right   like   below:  
 

 
 

Note:    You   can   edit   or   delete   a   variable   using   the   pencil   or   bin   icons  

Using   a   Variable   to   control   which   Representation   to   play  
We’re   going   to   use   our   variable   to   control   which   representation   the   viewer   sees   in    "The   Chase"  

● Change   back   to   the   Editor   tab  
● Click   on    "The   Chase"  
● In   the   Element   Inspector   under   the   Media   section,   find   your   CHASE.MOV  

Representation  
● Below   this   you’ll   see   a   number   of   tabs.   Click   on   the   Conditions   tab.  
● Click   the   green   plus   button   in   the   Conditions   section   to   add   a   new   Condition.  
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● Below   this,   select   the   variable   you   just   created   -   ‘Use   Audio   Version’  
● Once   you’ve   selected   your   variable,   below   this,   select   “No”.   

 
● Click   on   your   other   representation   -   the   one   that   contains   CHASE.MP3  
● Click   on   the   Conditions   Tab  
● Add   a   new   condition  
● Below   this,   select   your   variable   again   -   ‘Use   Audio   Version’  
● Once   selected,   below   this,   select   “Yes”  
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Now,   check   out   how   your   Story   varies   in   response   to   this   variable.  
● Go   to   the   Preview   tab  
● Open   the   “Debug   Control   Panel”  

○ This   is   not   how   the   audience   will   interact   with   your   experience,   but   gives   you   a  
quick   way   of   checking   how   your   story   behaves   without   having   to   specify   this.  

● You’ll   see   a   checkbox   for   “Use   Audio   Version”.   Uncheck   the   box,   then   hit   the   start   button.  
● You   should   see   a   story   that’s   all   video.   Check   the   box,   hit   the   restart   story   button,   then  

hit   the   start   button.   This   time,   one   of   the   elements   should   be   audio   only.  
 

Note :   You   can   use   the   next   button   to   skip   through   your   story’s   Elements   
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Branching  
Now,   we’re   going   to   create   two   branches   of   the   story   for   a   traditional   or   happy   version.   We’ll   use  
another   variable   to   control   which   branches   are   taken   during   playback.   You’ve   got   two   additional  
cards   in   your   pack   -    “A   Little   Bird”    &    “Wave   Goodbye”,    the   first   will   play   after    “The   Chase”    and  
the   second   instead   of    “Tea   Time”    when   the   happy   version   is   selected.  

Creating   New   Elements   Directly   From   Media  
● We   want   to   create   a   new   Element   named    "Wave   Goodbye".    Last   time,   we   did   this   in   two  

steps   -   creating   an   element,   then   attaching   media.   We   can   do   this   in   one   step   by  
dragging   ‘wave   goodbye.mov’   media   directly   from   the   Media   Browser   onto   the   canvas.  

 

 
 

● Create   a   link   from    "Riverbank"    to    "Wave   Goodbye"  
● Create   another   Element,   named    “A   Little   Bird” ,   by   dragging   “a   little   bird.mov”   to   the  

canvas  
● Create   link   from    “The   Chase”    to    “A   Little   Bird”    and   from    “A   Little   Bird”    to    “Riverbank”  
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You   should   have   something   similar   to   the   above.   How   you   lay   out   your   elements   is   up   to   you.  

Branching   using   Variables  
The    "Riverbank"    and    “The   Chase”    Elements   now   link   to   two   elements   each.   We   need   to   control  
which   path   is   taken   by   our   story.   To   control   this,   we   need   a   new   variable.  
 

● Using   the   Variables   tab,   create   a   new   variable   of   type   LIST  
● Set   the   name   to   “Ending”  
● Add   two   new   values   to   your   list   variable:   “Sad”   and   “Happy”  
● Set   the   default   value   to   “Happy”  
● Click   OK.  
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You   should   now   have   two   variables   in   the   right   column:  

 
 
We   want   to   apply   our   new   variable   to   the   link   between    "Riverbank"    and    "Tea   Time" ,   and  
"Riverbank"    and    "Wave   Goodbye" .  
 

● Return   to   the   Editor   tab  
● Click   on   the   link   going   to    "Wave   Goodbye"    -   this   brings   up   the   Link   Inspector  

 

 
“Wave   Goodbye”   link   highlighted   in   Blue,   with   Link   Inspector   showing  

 
● Click   the   green   plus   in   the   Link   Inspector   to   add   a   Condition  
● Leave   the   “ALL”   section   at   the   top   as   it   is  
● Click   on   ‘Select   a   variable’   and   select   your   new   ‘Ending’   variable  
● Leave   ‘is’   as   it   is  
● Select   your   variable   value   ‘Happy’  
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Completed   Condition   for   ‘wave   goodbye’  

 
Now,   we   need   to   add   the   opposite   condition   to   the   link   between    "Riverbank"    and    "Tea   Time"  
 

● Click   on   the   link   between    "Riverbank"    and    "Tea   Time"  
● Click   the   green   plus   in   the   Link   Inspector   to   add   a   Condition  
● Leave   the   “ALL”   section   at   the   top   as   it   is  
● Click   on   ‘Select   a   variable’   and   select   your   new   ‘Ending’   variable  
● Leave   ‘is’   as   it   is  
● Select   “Use   Variable”  
● Using   the   two   dropdowns,   select   “Ending”   is   “Sad”  
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We   need   to   repeat   the   process   for   the   two   links   coming   out   of    “The   Chase” .   
 

● Click   on   the   link   between   “The   Chase”   and   “A   Little   Bird”  
● Add   a   new   condition   that   plays   “A   Little   Bird”   if   “Ending”   “is”   “Happy”  
● Click   on   the   link   between   “The   Chase”   and   “The   Riverbank”  
● Add   a   new   condition   the   plays   “Riverbank”   if   “Ending”   “is”   “Sad”  

 

      
 
 
You   should   now   have   something   similar   to   this  
 

 
Now,   go   to   the   Preview   tab,   and   see   how   it   varies   as   you   change   the   Ending   variable   using   the  
debug   panel.  

Tutorial   Summary  
Congratulations,   you’ve   finished   your   first   StoryFormer   story!  
 
This   tutorial   has   covered   5   main   features   of   StoryFormer:  
 

● Storyboarding   &   linking   -    sketching   the   shape   of   your   story  
● Attaching   media   
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● Previewing    -   story   playback  
● Representations    -   creating   different   ways   of   telling   the   same   bit   of   story  
● Variables   &   branching    -   creating   alternate   and   adaptive   parts   of   a   story  

 
Chat   with   a   member   of   the   team   if   anything   is   unclear,   or   if   you   need   help   with   making   a   story   of  
your   own.  
 
If   you   want   to   get   to   grips   with   how   you   really   drive   a   story   with   Variables   and   Choices,   rather  
than   the   Debug   Panel   we’ve   used   so   far,   keep   reading.  

Creating   Interactions   -   User   Input  

Collecting   Variables  
In   the   tutorial,   we   altered   variable   values   using   the   debug  
panel.   The   debug   panel   is   for   StoryFormer   users,   not   your  
viewers.   To   collect   variables   for   real,   we   need   to   design   a  
Variables   Panel   for   your   experience.   
 
In   this   instance,   let’s   ask   the   viewer   how   they   want   their   story  
right   at   the   start.  
 

● Select   the   ‘Baking’   element.  
● Scroll   the   Inspector   down   to   the   Media   section  
● Select   the   ‘User   Input’   tab  
● Click   the   ‘Variables   Panel’   box   in   the   ‘On   Clip   Start’  

section.  
 
This   will   launch   the   Create   Variable   modal.  
 

● Enter   the   title   “How   do   you   want   your   story?”  
● Add   your   variable   “Ending”   to   the   form   
● Type   a   question   “Happy   or   Sad?”  
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● Hit   Confirm  
● Hit   “Create   Panel”  

 
The   User   Input   tab   will   be   updated   to   reflect   your   variable   panel.  

 
● Return   to   the   Preview   tab,   and   hit   Start   to   preview   your   story.  
● You   should   see   something   similar   to   the   image   below  

 
● Click   on   Sad   or   Happy   to   start   your   story.  

 
You   can   collect   as   many   variables   as   you   like   in   a   variable   panel.   Collecting   them   all   before   your  
experience   starts   allows   the   audience   to   have   a   lean-back   experience   -   once   they’ve   told   you  
how   they   want   it,   they   can   sit   back   and   enjoy.   Alternatively,   you   could   collect   variables   from   a  
number   of   variable   panels   spread   through   the   experience.  
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Making   Choices  
Another   way   for   people   to   interact   with   your   experience   is   through   lean-forward   choices.   Rather  
than   collect   variables   using   a   panel,   they   can   click   on   what   they   want   to   do,   when   you   offer  
them   a   choice.  
 
Create   a   new   story   to   experiment   with   Choices.  

● Hit   the   home   button   (green   house)  
● Add   a   new   story  
● Open   the   Media   Inspector  
● Drag   Baking,   Escape   and   Tea   Time   movies   onto   the   canvas  
● Link   Baking   to   Escape  
● Link   Baking   to   Tea   Time  
● Select   Baking   and   make   sure   ‘Make   a   Beginning’   is   checked   in   the   Element   Inspector  

 
We’ve   built   our   basic   story.   Now,   we   need   a   way   of   representing   user   choices.   They’ll   get  
displayed   either   full   screen   (probably   not   what   you’re   after),   or   down   at   the   bottom   of   the   screen.  
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Currently   in   StoryFormer,   to   represent   a   choice,   you   can   use   numerous   image   formats,  
including   SVGs.   We’ve   uploaded   a   couple   for   this   tutorial.   We’re   going   to   attach   them   to   our  
Escape   and   Tea   Time   elements.  
 

● Select   the   Escape   element,   and   scroll   down   to   the   Media   section.   
● Look   for   the   the   multiple   tabs   at   the   bottom   of   the   ESCAPE.MOV   representation.  

 
● Hit   the   plus   sign   below   DEFAULT   to   add   an   icon.   Pick   ‘run.svg’   and   hit   Add.  

 

 
● Now,   select   your   Tea   Time   element.   
● Find   the   Icon   tab   in   your   ESCAPE.MOV   Representation  
● Assign   ‘skull’   to   the   DEFAULT   icon   slot.  
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Great   -   we’ve   got   a   pictorial   representation   of   our   choice.   Run   away,   or   face   certain   death.  
Making   a   choice   is   very   different   to   collecting   variables   -   just   a   tap   or   click   at   a   decision-making  
moment.   But   nothing   will   happen   yet   -   we   now   need   to   create   a   Link   Choice   in   the   Element  
that’s   going   to   take   us   to   one   of   these   two   destinations.  

 
● Click   on   your   Baking   element  
● In   the   Inspector,   scroll   down   to   the   Media   section.  
● Select   the   User   Input   tab,   below   the   Representation   player  
● Press   the   plus   button   under   ‘No   Link   Choices’  
● Check    Show   Time   Remaining ,   and    Compact   Layout    -   and   keep    Play   To   End    selected  

too.  
● So   your   Choice   doesn’t   appear   immediately,   set    Appear   Time    to   9   seconds.   
● Hit   the   Add   Behaviour   button   when   you’re   done.  
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Return   to   the   Preview   tab   and   hit   Start.   You   should   see   your   Choice   icons   appear.   The   selected  
one   currently   has   a   thin   white   band   around   it.   Click   the   other   to   select   it.   Because   of   our   Link  
Choice   settings,   we   can   keep   clicking   as   long   as   we   like,   until   the   Element   ends.   At   this   point,  
whatever   we   have   selected   will   determine   whether   we   continue   with   Escape,   or   Tea   Time.  
 
Choices   -   authoring   considerations  
You   can   have   more   than   two   choices   if   you   want   to   -   but   above   a   certain   number   of   choices,   the  
user   interface   is   going   to   become   cluttered.   
 
Also,   bear   in   mind   the   load   you’re   putting   on   your   viewers.   You’ll   want   to   make   sure   your   choice  
is   on   screen   for   long   enough   for   the   options   to   be   read   and   understood   by   the   viewer.   Consider  
the   content   you’re   putting   the   choice   over.   It’ll   be   hard   for   anyone   to   keep   on   top   of   dialog   that  
might   be   happening   in   your   media,   whilst   reading   complicated   Choice   buttons.   
 
Consider   how   you   might   want   to   author   your   media,   what   time   your   choices   will   appear   in   your  
clip,   and   how   long   your   viewer   has   to   choose.  
 
In   a   well   known   Netflix   choose-your-own   adventure   experience,   after   being   asked   what   cereal  
you   want   the   protagonist   to   have   for   breakfast,   you’re   presented   with   two   options   -   Sugar   Puffs  
and   Frosties.   The   media   running   behind   this   Choice   gives   approximately   ten   seconds   for   you   to  
read   those   choices,   process   your   options,   and   make   a   decision.  
 
In   another   prototype   made   with   StoryFormer,   the   viewer   is   asked   whether   they   have   a   phone  
made   by   a   certain   manufacturer.   It   may   be   that   in   this   instance,   the   viewer   knows   the   answer  
instantly,   because   it’s   about   them,   rather   than   a   fictional   character.   So,   that   same   ten   seconds  
may   seem   like   an   age.  
 
The   functionality   around   Choices   is   very   new,   and   we’re   still   working   on   how   the   experience   will  
appear   to   the   viewer.   
 
There’s   plenty   more   options   to   play   with,   listed   below.   Combining   the   options   can   totally   change  
the   feel   of   the   interaction   -   make   it   easy   for   tutorial   content,   by   using    Do   not   continue   until   the  
user   has   chosen .   Or,   keep   action   flowing   by   keeping   this   option   off.   Let   the   viewer   dither   with  
their   choice   -   or   force   them   into   their   first   choice   with    Hide   Choices   After   Selection.   
 

● Appear   Time :   how   long   your   Representation   (BAKING.MOV)   will   play   before   the   Choice  
appears.   Set   it   to   a   number   of   seconds   into   your   Representation.  

● Do   Not   Continue   Until   User   Has   Chosen :   A   wordy   option   that   does   exactly   as   it   says.  
Even   if   the   media   in   the   Representation   has   finished,   your   story   won’t   move   on   until   a  
choice   is   made.  

● Play   To   End :   Default   is   ON.   Once   a   choice   has   been   made,   continue   playback   of   the  
media   in   your   Representation   until   it’s   finished.   If   you   toggle   this   OFF,   the   story   will   jump  
to   the   next   Element   as   soon   as   a   choice   is   made.  
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● Hide   Choices   After   Selection:    Defaults   to   OFF.   Make   the   choice   icons   disappear   after  
a   selection   has   been   made.   If   turned   ON,   the   viewer   only   gets   one   chance   to   make   a  
choice,   as   the   choices   will   be   removed   as   soon   as   one   of   them   is   clicked.  

● Show   Time   Remaining :   Render   an   animation   indicating   the   time   remaining   until   the   end  
of   the   media   in   the   Representation  

● Compact   Layout :   Turn   this   ON   to   get   icons   at   the   bottom   of   the   screen.   Turn   it   OFF   to  
get   big   full   screen   icons.  

● Disable   Controls :   Turn   this   ON   to   disable   the   transport   controls   once   the   choice   is  
displayed.   Prevents   the   viewer   from   navigating   away   to   another   part   of   the   story.  

● Show   If   One   Choice :   Show   choice   even   if   only   one   choice   is   present.  
 
The   final   section,    “Specify   Icons   to   Represent   Choice” ,   allows   a   little   more   flexibility   for  
Choice   authoring.   “Text”   allows   you   to   enter   text,   rather   than   use   an   icon.   “Image”   allows   you   to  
assign   a   new   image,   unrelated   to   the   “Default”   and   “Active”   icons   for   your   element,   to   represent  
your   choice.  

Visited  
This   section   needs   writing  

Switchables  
This   section   needs   writing  

Preparing   and   Ingesting   your   own   media  
There   are   no   sophisticated   editing   facilities   for   media   within   StoryFormer,   apart   from   the   ability  
to   trim   the   clips   you   are   using   with   in   and   out   points.   It’s   not   possible,   for   example,   to   split   a   clip  
into   two   new   clips   in   StoryFormer   -   or   join   two   together   to   make   a   new   clip.  
 
This   means   that   before   ingesting,   you’re   going   to   want   to   make   sure   you   have   either   filmed   your  
content   as   a   clip   per   scene,   or   shot,   or   whatever   granularity   that’s   appropriate   for   your  
responsive   story   -   or,   you’ve   taken   longer   filmed   sections   and   broken   them   down   to   these   clips  
in   a   media   editing   tool.  
 


